
Use our modules to build your smart website.

Organiser dashboard
Basic homepage

Exhibitor Module 
+ 12 grafical themes

 Publication Module

Netcom & Chat Module

Visitors Module

Payment Module

Job Module
(jobboard & CV creator)

Search Module 

Event ModuleStatistics Module 

Interactive plan Module

Community Module

Physical fair support Module

Products & Services
market place   
(new since 2019)

Modify the software to fit your specific needs

Detailed description
www.ExpoPolis.com

Fully customize the user experience using the modules’ library of our solution.

With 9 years of experience, the ExpoPolis team has developed an interactive and dynamic software that can adapt to 
the needs of any virtual fair or portal.

Thanks to our white label software, create your packaged offers and monetize your fair.
Organize your event with the software installed on a dedicated server, fully customized with your name and colors.
Get 100% of the management features of your exhibitors and visitors.

Organizers of virtual fairs 
Thanks to the ExpoPolis solution, 
give your exhibitors and visitors a 
unique user experience !

Organizers of physical fairs 
The virtual fair, a complementary 
solution to develop the notoriety 
of your physical fair.

Organizers of job fairs
Online recruitment, a must-attend 
event for qualified and newly gra-
duated profiles.

standard modules optional modules
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Contact
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Rate on demand

Formula 1
The use of ExpoPolis software, SaaS     
 (standard modules, 12 months) 

Formula 2
The use of ExpoPolis software, SaaS     
 (standard modules, 12 months & 30 stands) 

Optional 
Customization (database, homepage)     
Optional modules

Extra stands

....   -   30 stands     
  31 - 200 stands     
201 - ….  stands        

Hostin

Unique professional tool 
The ExpoPolis solution is a system operating in SAAS mode (Software as a Service), operational from the moment of 
order, developed in HTML5 and Responsive design. Its use is possible from any computer or mobile device (smart-
phone, tablet) and compatible with Windows, Apple and Android operating systems.

All languages accepted 
All ExpoPolis trade fairs can be organized internationally and can be translated into any language required by the 
organizer (languages from left to right such as English, French, Spanish, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, 
Polish, Chinese, Hindi, Russian etc. as well as languages reading from right to left such as Arabic).

Reports and Interoperability 
The dynamic dashboards of the organizer make it possible to follow live the statistical evolutions of his fair. The Expo-
Polis solution can work with existing third-party systems and provide data exchange through open standards (XML).


